What is VALID-8:
VALID-8 is a software solution that allows the capture of evidence to be recorded against a set of criteria in a unique and highly
defensible way. It can cover many of the attributes that traditional testing cannot assess, such as applied skills, safety, and risk.
Typically used for measuring outcomes in:
Professional Trades
Audits
Compliance
Health and Safety
Immigration
Productivity
Captured evidence is logged and linked against multiple criteria using a range of
evidence types. Rapidly upload evidence from your mobile or other device.
The platform excels at supporting highly defensible learning and compliance
outcomes when linking video or audio against relevant criteria. This modern
approach to assessment is a proven method, complimenting, and in some cases
substituting for traditional written exams. We all deserve to be more than a tick in
a box or a checkmark.
Don’t take our word for it, Canada has already acknowledged this innovative
platform.

CANADA:
Remote Assessment
Technology makes it possible
“Third-party assessment of competency can be an expensive proposition, particularly in a country as large
and sparsely populated as Canada. The cost of bringing a qualified third-party assessor to verify the
competency of an individual in a workplace setting is one of the principal arguments cited against the use of
practical tests of competency. However, technology now exists to allow this assessment to be done remotely
by trained assessors. One system, by Vametric (www.vametric.com), uses video technology to provide
reliable, remote, evidence-based assessment of competency at surprisingly low cost. The system has been
used for military, medical/health care, skilled trades, education and other industries – essentially, any
criterion-based competency can be assessed, and a permanent record of competence maintained, using
this approach.”
CONCLUSIONS
& RECOMMENDATIONS
“One argument against competency assessment is that it can be costly. However, there is a software
solution that allows for remote verification of competency. This software has shown its early adopters a
significant reduction in costs, and increased effectiveness and flexibility.” www.vametric.com

We invite you to see the software in action and arrange a demonstration directly with us.
www.vametric.com
Tel: +1 (613) 421 0689
Ottawa
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